Testimonials

RK Photographic
"I was introduced to TREADnetworks after a disastrous relationship with my previous IT
support company that looked after our network system. I discovered TREAD
networks
by word of mouth and I must say I am happy to have received that recommendation. The
Internet is now an important part of my business having a system that is reliable is important but
so is the backup and support, I need to keep my computers running, it’s only when you have a
problem can you judge the quality of your support. I have been involved with a couple of
companies that talk the talk and brilliant at sending Invoices, but have let me down when I
needed the help I was paying for.
If you are frustrated with the attitude with your computer support and want an independent
recommendation I will happily give you my honest views."
Arbourtech Services
"TREADnetworks were very effective and competent in managing our transition from our
previous IT system and supplier. Their suggestions and methodical approach to installing
improvements to our system architecture and much greater resilience has significantly improved
our day to day operational data collection and storage."
Airline Component Services
"Since we have switched IT providers to TREADnetworks, they have shown themselves to be
a totally reliable and responsive organisation that works with us to fix any problems no matter
what time of the day or night. TREAD
networks
not only help us with problems that we encounter but they also provide advice on products and
recommend solutions that help our organisation run smoothly."
Behan Ltd
“TREADnetworks provide our firm with an excellent service. The team are extremely
proactive with very quick response times which is critical to the business. Our firms IT has run
smoothly since Tread Networks took over the management of our systems and we had an
absolute trouble free task when the server was upgraded and our systems updated. TREAD
networks
have also been instrumental in advising the most suitable IT set up for our firm based on how
we operate as a business. There is continual monitoring of our systems which enables TREAD
networks
to address any issues immediately and before they cause issues to the firm. Great Client care”.
Charmant UK
“Charmant has contracted TREADnetworks for all of our local IT support since 2013. We are
very pleased with the level of service, the fast response time and the out of office hours support
that we receive. We have always found TREAD
n
etworks
to be efficient and have the experience to offer cost effective IT solutions for our busy sales and
distribution centre. We have no hesitation in recommending them to other businesses”
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Caldwell and Braham
“We first contacted TREADnetworks in late 2013 to evaluate and recommend improvements
to our IT systems. Methodical planning and a hands-on approach were matched with our
priorities and our budget. Ease of communication and a fast response are essential for
outsourced IT, and TREAD
networks have been
meticulous in providing both. Regular performance assessments allow for feedback from both
parties, and planning for future system enhancements. It’s very reassuring to have TREAD
networks
working with us.”
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